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Abstract 
 
 In this paper, we have identified some of the graceful graphs which are 
obtained from the amalgamations of two graceful graphs. A conjecture is also 
discussed for general graceful graphs and the same is proved for Fibonacci 
graceful graphs. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 Decomposition of graphs into smaller graphs has been an interesting area 
of research in graph theory. Graceful labeling of graphs was introduced by Rosa 
in the year 1967, while decomposing the complete graphs cyclically into other 
graphs. Since then, researchers introduced various types of graceful labeling on  
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the decomposition of graphs. J.A Gallian [7] studied a complete survey on graph 
labeling. In 1985, S.P Lo[8] introduced edge graceful labeling. Sin Min Lee [10] 
and others introduced vertex graceful labeling, as the dual of Lo,s edge graceful 
labeling, in the year 2005. Amalgamation of graphs is a graph obtained by 
forming the disjoint union of two graphs and then identifying vertices from each 
of the graph. Sin – Min Lee [10] and others have proved that the amalgamation of 
a strong vertex graceful graph and a star graph is also a vertex graceful graph. 
S.K.Vaidya  P.L.Vihol [11] have showed that the graph obtained by switching a 
vertex in cycle (where n≥6) is not super Fibonacci graceful. David W.Bange and 
Anthony E. Baraauskas [3] have investigated the cycle structure of of Fibonacci 
graceful graphs. In this paper we discuss graceful labeling and Fibonacci graceful 
labeling of amalgamation of certain graphs. 
 
 
2. Pre - requisites: 
 
2.1 Graceful labeling 
 
 In the graceful labeling of a graph (p, q) the vertices are labeled from the 
set {0, 1, 2, 3….q} and the edges are labeled as 1, 2, …,q such that the edge label 
is equal to the difference of the labels of the vertices that are joined by the edge. 
In a vertex – graceful graph (p, q), vertices are labeled as 1,2,…p and the edges 
are labeled from the set {0, 1, 2, …q-1} such that the sum of the labels of vertices 
(modq) is equal to the label of the edge joining them. On the other hand, in the 
edge graceful graph (p,q) edges are labeled as 1, 2, …q and the vertices are 
labeled from the set {0, 1, 2, …p-1} such that the sum of labels of vertices (mod 
p) is equal to the label of the edge joining them.  
 
2.2 Example: 
    Let G ={V, E, f}be  a graph with V = {0,1,3};E = {1,2,3}and f  be defined as 
f(1,3) = 2;f(3,0) = 3; f(0,1) =1.Then G is graceful. More over,it is a graceful graph 
with order 3 and size 3. 
 

 
 
                                                         Fig1. A graceful graph 
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Sin- Min Lee [10] and others have proved that  

(i) If G is a strong vertex graceful (p,p+1) graph, then the amalgamation 
of G with ST(k) is a strong vertex graceful for all k≥1. 

(ii) The amalgamation of C5(3) with ST(k) is a strong vertex graceful for 
all k≥1. 

It is easy to see that the star graph ST(k) is graceful for all k≥1. The 
amalgamation of two graceful graphs is also a graceful graph for which we 
consider a graceful graph and a star graph. 
 
 
3.1  Conjecture : 

 
If G is a graceful graph, then Amal (G,ST(k), v, u0); v∈V(G) ,u0∈ST(k) is 

also graceful for all k≥1. 
  Consider the graph G(n,m). Let V(G) = { v1,v2, …, vn} and E(G)= 
{e1,e2,…,em}.Also Let ST(k) be the star graph with order p and size q. Let 
V(ST(k)  ={u0,s2,s3,…,sp} and E(ST(k)) = {t1,t2,...tq}. Without loss of generality, 
assume that the edge ei,  e ∈E(G) is labeled with integer i, and the edge tj V 
E(ST(k))is labeled with integer j. Given that G is graceful, also therefore there 
exists an injective map 

f : V(G) →{0, 1,,…,m} such that f*: E(G) →{1,2,…,m} defined by   
 f*(ei) = |f (uj) - f(vk) |, for some i, j, k where ei = (uj, vk) is injective. 
Let Amal (G,ST(k), v,u0 ) be the amalgamation of the graphs G and ST(k) and  
Amal (V) = { v1,v2, …, vn, u0,s2,…,sp}, Amal (E) = { e1,e2,…,em, t1,t2,...tq} and 
edge set respectively of the resulting graphs. If we claim that there is injective 
map F : Amal(V) →  { 0,1, 2,…. m+r} such that F*: Amal (E) → {1, 2, … m+r} is 
surjective, using the definition of the graceful mapping of G and ST(k), then the 
conjecture may be settled. We see that the difficulty arises in finding the general relation 
between f and F. The following are some of the examples justifying the above conjecture. 
 
 
Example: 
 In the example below Fig 6 is a graceful graph G and fig 7 is a graceful 
star graph ST(6). Amal (G,ST(6))  is given in fig 8. Similarly Fig 9 is a graceful 
graph, Fig 10 is a star graph and Fig 11 is Amal (G, ST(4)). 
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          Fig 6 G              Fig 7 ST(6)        Fig 8 Amal ,ST(6);5,0) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
 
 
           Fig 9 G                         Fig 10ST(3)         Fig11 Amal (G,ST(3);9,0) 
 
 
 
Amalgamation of (p,p+1), (p,p+2) graphs with stars and paths. 
 
 For p = 4, all graphs- (p, p+1), (p, p+2) are graceful and the amalgamation 
with star graphs and paths are graceful and are illustrated in  the example below: 
 
 For p= 5, the graphs given below in Fig 16 are graceful and the graphs 
given in Fig 17 are not graceful. But the ungraceful graphs in Fig 17 
amalgamation with path or star are graceful and are given in Fig 19. The graphs in 
Fig 12,13, amalgamation with graceful star graphs are graceful as shown in Fig14, 
15.  
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 Fig12G           Fig13 G1 Fig14Amal(G,ST(4);6,0) Fig15Amal(G1,ST(4); 6,0)     
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
    

                                    
 
G(5,6)                 G(5,6)                    G(5,6)                  G(5,7) 
   Fig 16 Graceful graphs                               Fig 17 Un graceful graphs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig18aAmal(G(5,6),ST(4):0,9)                 Fig18b  Amal(G(5,6),ST(4):0,8) 
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    For p=6, two graphs for (p, p+1) are not graceful (Fig 20) but the graphs 
in Fig 21 are graceful.  The amalgamations of these graphs are graceful which are 
shown in Fig 22. Similarly in (p, p+2) not all graphs are graceful. Those 
ungraceful graphs given in Fig 23 amalgamated with paths are graceful as shown 
in Fig 24.Similar results can be deduced for p = 7,8,9. 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig20 G (6,7)  Fig 21 (6,7) Amal (G(6,7),ST(4);10,0) Figure 22 Amal (G(6,7) 
ST(4);9,0) 
 
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 23 G (6,7) Ungraceful graph           Fig 24 Amal (G(6,7),ST(4);9,0)   

 
 
 
Sin Min Lee, Y.C.Pan and Ming- Chen Tsai [11 ] have studied the vertex 

gracefulness and strong vertex gracefulness of (p,p+1) graphs and their 
amalgamations. Here, we have analyzed the Fibonacci gracefulness of those 
graphs. The graphs of (5, 6) are given below [ ].The amalgamations of these 
graphs with star graphs are analyzed under Fibonacci gracefulness. In (5, 6) 
graphs Fig 6, Fig7, Fig8 are Fibonacci graceful.  
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Fibonacci gracefulness most of the graphs obtained by amalgamation are 
Fibonacci graceful. In future, the same process will be analyzed for other higher 
orders. 
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